In this paper, a real-life routing and scheduling problem is addressed. The problem, which consists in optimizing the distribution of fluids by tank trucks in the long run, is a generalization of the vehicle routing problem with vendor managed inventory replenishment. The particularity of this problem is that the vendor monitors the customers' inventories, deciding when and how much each inventory should be replenished by routing trucks. Thus, the objective of the vendor is to minimize the logistic cost of the inventory replenishment for all customers in the long run. Having detailed the modeling of the real-life problematic, the practical short-term planning approach adopted for optimizing the long-term objective is presented. Then, a pure and direct local-search heuristic is described for solving the short-term planning problem, using a surrogate objective function based on long-term lower bounds. The design and engineering of this algorithm, which is central to the approach, follows the three-layers methodology for "high-performance local search" recently introduced by some of the authors. An extensive computational study shows that our solution is effective, efficient and robust, providing long-term savings exceeding 20 % on average compared to solutions built by expert planners or even a classical urgency-based constructive algorithm. Confirming the promised long-term savings in operations, the resulting decision support system is going to be deployed worldwide.
The problem addressed in this paper is a real-life inventory routing problem (IRP) occurring in one of the world's leading company in its field. In order to familiarize the reader with the whole problematic, an informal description is given before presenting our contributions.
Fluid products are produced by the vendor's plants and are consumed at customers' sites. Both plants and customers store the product in tanks. Reliable forecasts of production at plants are known over a short-term horizon. On the customer side, two kinds of resupply are managed by the vendor. The first one, called "forecasting-based resupply", corresponds to clients for which reliable consumption forecasts are available over a short-term horizon. The inventory of each customer must be replenished by tank trucks so as to never fall under its safety level. The second one, called "order-based resupply", corresponds to customers which send orders to the vendor, specifying the desired quantity and the time window in which the delivery must be done. Some customers can ask for the both types of resupply management: their inventory is replenished by the vendor using monitoring and forecasting, but they keep the possibility of ordering (to deal with an unexpected increase of their consumption, for example). The constraints consisting in satisfying orders (no missed orders) and in maintaining inventory levels above safety levels (no stock out) are defined as soft, since the existence of an admissible solution is not ensured in real-life conditions. The transportation is performed by vehicles composed of three kinds of heterogenous resources: drivers, tractors, trailers. Each resource is assigned to a base. A vehicle is formed by associating one driver, one tractor and one trailer. Some triplets of resources are not admissible (due to driving Transportation Science 00(0), pp. 000-000, c ⃝ 0000 INFORMS licences, for example). The availability of each resource is defined through a set of time windows. Each site (plant or customer) is accessible to a subset of resources (special skills or certifications are required to work on certain sites). Thus, scheduling a shift consists in defining: a base, a triplet of resources (driver, tractor, trailer) , and a set of operations each one defined by a triplet (site, date, quantity) corresponding to the pickups or deliveries performed along the tour. A shift must start from the base to which are assigned the resources composing the vehicle and end by returning to this base. The working and driving times of drivers are limited; as soon as a maximum duration is reached, the driver must take a rest with a minimum duration (Department of Transportation rules). In addition, the duration of a shift cannot exceed a maximal value depending on the driver. The sites visited along the tour must be accessible to the resources composing the vehicle. A resource can be used only during one of its availability time windows. The date of pickup/delivery must be contained in one of the opening time windows of the visited site. Finally, the inventory dynamics, which can be modeled by flow equations, must be respected at each time step, for each site inventory and each trailer; in particular, the sum of quantities delivered to a customer (resp. loaded at a plant) minus (resp. plus) the sum of quantities consumed by this customer (resp. produced by this plant) over a time step must be smaller (resp. greater) than the capacity of its storage (resp. zero). Note that here the duration of an operation does not depend on the delivered or loaded quantity; this duration is fixed in function of the site where the operation is performed, the resulting approximation being covered by the uncertainties lying on the traveled times. In our case, reliable forecasts (for both plants and customers) are available over a 15-days horizon. Thus, shifts are planned deterministically day after day with a rolling horizon of 15 days. It means that each day, a distribution plan is built for the next 15 days, but only shifts starting at the current day are fixed. The objective of the planning is to respect the soft constraints described above over the long run (satisfying orders, maintaining safety levels). In practice, the situations where these constraints cannot be met are extremely rare, because missed orders and stockouts are unacceptable for customers (of course, safety levels must be finely tuned according to customer consumptions). Then, the second objective is to minimize over the long term a logistic ratio defined as the sum of the costs of shifts (which is composed of different terms related to the usage of resources) divided by the sum of the quantities delivered to customers. In other words, this logistic ratio corresponds to the cost per unit of delivered product.
Large-scale instances have to be tackled. A geographic area can contain up to 1500 customers, 50 sources, 50 bases, 100 drivers, 100 tractors, 100 trailers. All temporal data have to be managed in continuous time, except for consumptions of customers (resp. productions of plants) which are discretely represented. Concretely, all dates and durations are expressed in minutes (on the whole, the short-term planning horizon counts 21600 minutes); the inventory dynamics for plants and customers are computed with time steps of one hour (because forecasts are computed with this accuracy). The execution time for computing a short-term planning is limited to 5 minutes on standard computers.
Related works and contributions
Since the seminal work of Bell et al. (1983) on a real-life inventory routing problem, a vast literature has emerged on the subject. In particular, a long series of papers was published by Campbell et al. (1998 Campbell et al. ( , 2002 , Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004a) , Song (2007a,b, 2008) , motivated by a real-life problematic encountered in the gas industry. However, in many companies, inventory routing is still done by hand or supported by basic softwares, with rules like: serve "emergency" customers (that is, customers whose inventory is near to run out) using as many "full deliveries" as possible (that is, deliveries with quantity equal to the trailer capacity or, if not possible, to the customer tank capacity). For more references, the interested reader is referred to the recent papers by Song (2007a, 2008) , which give a comprehensive survey of the research done on the IRP over the past 25 years.
Transportation Science 00(0), pp. 000-000, c ⃝ 0000 INFORMS (2007a, 2008) . Before presenting our solution approach, we outline the ones implemented by Campbell et al. (2002) , Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004a) for solving the single-plant IRP, and by Song (2007a, 2008) for solving the multiple-plant IRP. The solution approaches described by Campbell et al. (2002) and Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004a) are the same in essence; because integrating additional realistic constraints, the single-plant IRP addressed by Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004a) is more complex than the one by Campbell et al. (2002) . The methodology developed by the authors is deterministic and proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, it is decided which customers are visited in the next few days, and a target amount of product to be delivered to these customers is set. In the second phase, vehicle routes are determined taking into account vehicle capacities, customer delivery windows, drivers restrictions, etc. The first phase is solved heuristically by integer programming techniques, whereas the second phase is solved with specific insertion heuristics (Campbell and Savelsbergh 2004c) , as done for vehicle routing problems with time windows by Solomon (1987) . In Campbell et al. (2002) , a planning is constructed on a rolling horizon by considering 5 days in full detail plus 4 weeks in aggregated form beyond this. Computational experiments are made on two instances with 50 customers and 87 customers respectively, with 4 vehicles as resources. The authors compare their short-term solutions to the ones obtained by a greedy algorithm based on the rules of thumb commonly used in practice (like the one cited at the beginning of this section). They obtain an average gain of 8.2 % for the volume per mile (running times are not reported). In Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004a) , the authors simulate the use of a rolling-horizon approach covering one month. At each iteration of the rolling-horizon framework, they solve the first-phase integer program on 3 days in full detail plus 1 week in aggregated form beyond this, and run the second-phase insertion heuristic with the information from the solution of the integer program for the first two days. Then, the resulting routes are fixed and the clock is moved forward two days in time. The running time to perform one iteration is limited to 10 minutes (with a 366 MHz processor). The authors compare their approach to a greedy algorithm similar to the one described in Campbell et al. (2002) . The benchmarks are composed of two instances with almost 100 customers and 50 customers respectively (the available resources are not detailed). The average gain over one month is of 2.7 % for the volume per mile, but a better utilization of ressources is observed (larger average percentage of trailer capacity delivered on routes, shorter average length of shifts).
In Song (2007a, 2008) , the authors develop two approaches for solving the multiple-plant IRP. Many realistic features taken into account in Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004a) are relaxed in the model addressed by the authors. In particular, simple resources are considered (that is, a vehicle is reduced to a trailer) allowing an integer multi-commodity flow formulation of the problem. The first approach (Savelsbergh and Song 2007a) is based on an insertion heuristic which delivers customers ordered by urgency (that is, the time remaining before the first stockout) while minimizing stockout and transportation costs. This approach is declined into three greedy algorithms: a basic one (called BGH) where insertions are only performed at the end of shifts, a enhanced one (EGH) where insertions can be performed at any point in the shift after the last pickup, and a randomized enhanced one (RGH) where the EGH algorithm is embedded into a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (Feo and Resende 1995) . Then, a postprocessing is performed using linear programming for maximizing delivered quantities on the resulting shifts (in order to maximize the volume per mile). The authors present computational results made on 20 benchmarks derived from an instance with 200 customers, 7 plants, 7 vehicles (with a 2.4 GHz processor). On a 10-days horizon, the average improvement for stockout and transportation costs from BGH to EGH (resp. from EGH to RGH) is of 15.2 % (resp. 6.8 %); the average running time is about a few seconds for BGH and EGH, and about 12 minutes for RGH. The postprocessing optimization is shown to increase the total delivered quantity by 2.8 % on average on the same benchmarks (with a running time lower than one second). Other experiments made on a rolling horizon of 5 months (with 10 days planned, 5 days fixed) show that the delivery volume post optimization helps to reduce costs of about 3 % (using RGH as reference algorithm). The second approach (Savelsbergh and Song 2008) consists in solving heuristically the integer multi-commodity flow program (by using customized integer programming techniques). The authors present computational results made on 25 benchmarks derived from the instance with 200 customers used as basis in Savelsbergh and Song (2007a) . The average improvement over RGH for stockout and transportation costs is of 4.1 %, whereas the average running time is greater than 31 hours (with a 900 MHz processor). Since such computational requirements are too large for a practical use, the authors use the integer program for exploring large neighborhoods in a local search scheme (see Estellon et al. (2006 Estellon et al. ( , 2008 for an application of this technique to car sequencing problems). This consists in re-optimizing the schedules of two vehicles in the planning by solving the integer program with the other schedules fixed. In this way, all pairs of vehicles are re-optimized iteratively. The authors report an average improvement over RGH of 3.1 %, with an average running time lower than 3 minutes and an average number of improving iterations of 3. Unfortunately, no precise statistic is given in Song (2007a, 2008) about the resulting volume per mile over a long term.
Our second contribution concerns the resolution of the short-term planning problem with the surrogate objective. The short-term planning is built for 15 days in full details and only shifts starting the first day are fixed before rolling the horizon. In this paper, a pure and direct local-search heuristic is described for solving the short-term planning problem, whose design and engineering follows the three-layers methodology recently formalized by Estellon et al. (2009) and successfully implemented for solving other large-scale business optimization problems (car sequencing with paint colors at Renault by Estellon et al. (2006 Estellon et al. ( , 2008 , task scheduling with human resource allocation at France Télécom by Estellon et al. (2009) ). A local-search approach is outlined by Lau et al. (2002) for solving an inventory routing problem with time windows, but their solution remains based on a decomposition of the problem (distribution and then routing). We insist on the fact that no decomposition is done here: the 15-days planning is directly optimized by local search. An extensive computational study demonstrates that our solution is both effective, efficient and robust, providing long-term savings exceeding 20 % on average, compared to solutions computed by expert planners or even a classical urgency-based constructive heuristic.
Following the methodology of Estellon et al. (2009) , our local-search heuristic is designed according to three layers. The first layer corresponds to the search strategy; here a first-improvement descent heuristic with stochastic selection of transformations is employed (an initial solution is computed using an urgency-based insertion heuristic). The second layer corresponds to the pool of transformations which defines the neighborhood; here more than one hundred transformations are defined on the whole, which can be grouped into a dozen of types (for operations: insertion, deletion, ejection, move, swap; for shifts: insertion, deletion, rolling, move, swap, fusion, separation). Finally, the third layer, corresponding to the "engine" of the local search, consists of three main procedures common to all transformations: evaluate (which evaluates the gain provided by the transformation applied to the current solution), commit (which validates the transformation by updating the current solution and the associated data structures), rollback (which clears all the data structures used to evaluate the transformation). Since the duration of an operation does not depend on the quantity loaded or delivered, the evaluation procedure is separated into two routines: first the scheduling of shifts and then the assignment of volumes. These routines, whose running time is critical for performance, relies on incremental algorithms supported by special data structures for exploiting invariants of transformations. On average, our algorithm visits more than 10 million solutions in the search space during 5 minutes of running time, with a diversification rate of almost 5 % (that is, the number of committed transformations over the number of attempted ones), which allows to reach quickly high-quality local optima.
Output data
A solution consists in a set of shifts. A shift s is defined by: its driver (s), its tractor (s), its trailer (s), its base(s), its starting date start(s) from the base, its ending date end (s) to the base, the quantity startTrailerQuantity(s) of product in the trailer at the beginning of the shift, the quantity endTrailerQuantity(s) of product at the end of the shift, and the chronological-ordered list operations(s) of performed operations.
Then, an operation o is defined by: the shift shift(o) to which the operation o belongs, the site point(o) where the operation takes place, the order r satisfied by the operation (if any), the quantity(o) delivered or loaded (positive for delivery, negative for loading), its starting date arrival (o), its ending date departure(o), the list layoversBefore(o) of layovers taken since the previous operation (in practice, several layovers are rarely set between two operations). Note that the list operations(s) contains a final fake operation (with null quantity) used for storing layovers between the last site visited and the base. A layover l, which represents a resting interval for the driver between two locations, is defined by: its starting date start(l), its ending date end (l), the driving time drivingBefore(l) from the previous location or the previous layover (in case of multiple layovers between two locations) in the shift. The value drivingBefore(l) = 0 means that the layover is taken at the previous location.
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The inventory levels (for customers, plants, trailers) can be computed from the quantities delivered or loaded in shifts. We denote by tankQuantity(p, h) the quantity of product in the tank of site p at time step h, and by trailerQuantity(tl, o) the quantity of product in the trailer tl at the end of operation o. If the operation o is the last of the shift s, we must have endTrailerQuantity(s) = trailerQuantity (tl, o) . Note that all input and output data related to volumes are integers.
Constraints
As noted previously, the present IRP can be decomposed into two subproblems: routing/scheduling shifts and assigning volumes.
Routing constraints.
Here are listed the constraints bearing on shifts, called routing constraints. The three resources (driver, tractor, trailer) assigned to the shift must be located at the base of the shift. The tractor assigned to the shift must be compatible with the driver of the shift, that is, it must belong to the list tractors(d) which can be driven by this driver. In the same way, the trailer of the shift must be compatible with the tractor of the shift. The interval [start(s), end (s)[ induced by any shift s must be contained into an availability time window for each resource assigned to s. Finally, the shifts performed by a resource cannot overlap in time (that is, the time intervals induced by the shifts are pairwise disjoint).
In addition, there are constraints specific to drivers. For each driver d, two consecutive shifts assigned to d must be separated by at most minLayoverDuration(d) and the duration of a shift cannot exceed maxAmplitude(d). For any driver d, cumulatedDrivingTime(d, t) at time t corresponds to the driving time cumulated since the end of the last layover or the start of the shift. In the same way, cumulatedWorkingTime (d, t) corresponds to the cumulated working time since the end of the last layover or the start of the shift; it includes the driving time, the time to perform operations at each site, the preTripTime after each layover (or start from the base), and the postTripTime before each layover (or return to the base). At any time t of a shift, cumulatedDrivingTime(d, t) (resp. cumulatedWorkingTime(d)) cannot exceed maxDrivingDuration(d) (resp. maxWorkingDuration(d)). In other words, one layover must be set once one of the two maximal durations is reached. The duration of any layover must be greater than minLayoverDuration(d).
Figure 1
Two views of the shift s = (b0, c0, p0, c1, c2, b0): the route and the schedule.
Any shift starts from a base and must return to this base (see Figure 1 for two graphical views of a shift). The departure (resp. arrival) of the vehicle from (resp. to) the base must be preceded (resp. followed) by the preTripTime (resp. postTripTime) checking. Then, the arrival at a location in the shift requires traveling from the previous location to this one; in other words, the time spent between two consecutive locations p and q is greater than timeMatrix (p, q, r), with r the index of speed of the tractor assigned to the shift. Note that the time spent between two consecutive locations can be greater than (and not only equal to) traveling time to allow waiting time during the shift, for example between the end of the travel and the real entry on the site that may be delayed because of opening hours. Any operation at site p takes a constant time equal to setupTime(p). An operation cannot be stopped for resting (operations are not preemptive), as well as checking operations at start and end of the shift (preTripTime and postTripTime). An operation must be performed during the opening hours of the site: the interval [arrival (o), departure(o)[ induced by operation o at site p must be contained into one of the intervals timeWindows (p) . Note that if a vehicle arrives at a site which is closed, then the vehicle can wait the opening of the site. More generally, a vehicle can stop and wait at any moment during its travel between two operations; the resulting waiting time is assimilated to working time. In addition, all sites of a shift must be accessible to the three resources assigned to the shift: for each site p, the driver (resp. tractor, trailer) of the shift must belong to the list allowedDrivers(p) (resp. allowedTractors(p), allowedTrailers(p)). Finally, any delivery performed at customer p with flag firstAfterSource(p) equal to true must be immediately preceded by a loading operation at a plant.
Inventory constraints.
Three kinds of inventories have to be managed: tanks of customers, tanks of plants, and trailers. The tank level of a site p at time step h, denoted by tankQuantity (p, h) , must remain between zero and its capacity. For customers (except call-in customers which work in pure order-resupply mode), the tank quantity at each time step h is equal to the tank quantity at the previous time step h − 1, minus the forecasted consumption over h, plus all the deliveries performed over h. Note that the quantities delivered to customers must be positive (loading is forbidden at customers). More formally, the inventory dynamics for customers are expressed as follows: tankQuantity(p, −1) = initialTankQuantity(p) and for all h ∈ {0, . . . ,
with operations(p, h) corresponding to the set of operations performed at site p whose starting date belongs to time step h. Then, tankQuantity(p, h) < safetyLevel (p) implies one stockout for customer p. The inventory dynamics is symmetric for plants, since the forecasted productions and loading quantities have negative values (delivery is forbidden at plants). Thus, the underflow condition is changed into an overflow condition:
if tankQuantity(p, h) > capacity(p), then tankQuantity(p, h) = capacity(p)
Note that overflows (which corresponds to venting product) are not penalized in the objective function, because production aspects are assumed to be not managed in this model. For trailers, the inventory dynamics is realized in continuous time. At any time, the trailer quantity must remain between zero and the capacity of the trailer. The quantity in a trailer at the beginning of a shift is equal to the quantity in this trailer at the end of its previous shift (or the initial quantity if the shift is the first performed by the trailer). Then, the trailer quantity after one operation is equal to the trailer quantity before the operation, plus the delivered or loaded quantity at the site concerned by the operation.
Objective
The objective, defined over the long term (more than 90 days), is three-fold: first to avoid missed orders, then to avoid customer stockouts, and finally to minimize the logistic ratio. As noted earlier, production costs (like venting costs) are not integrated in the model; only distribution costs are taken into account.
The first term MO of the objective function deals with missed orders. An order r is considered as non missed if an operation o is assigned to this one satisfying quantity(o) ≥ quantity(r) and 
The second term SO concerns stockouts. A stockout appears at customer p (with flag callIn to false) at time step h if tankQuantity(p, h) < safetyLevel (p). For each customer p, the number of time steps in stockout is denoted by nbStockouts(p). Then, the total stockout cost SO is given by:
To avoid end-of-horizon side effects, missed orders and stockouts are counted over a shorter horizon T ′ , defined as T − max d∈drivers maxAmplitude(d), in order to be sure that demands arising at the end of the horizon can always be satisfied. The third term is the logistic ratio LR = SC /DQ, with SC the total shift cost and DQ the total delivered quantity over the considered horizon (with the exception that if DQ = 0, then LR = 0). The latter is simply computed as the sum of delivered quantities (that is, positive quantities) for all shifts. The distance of a shift s, denoted by distShift(s), corresponds to the sum of arc lengths of the tour induced by the shift; the duration of a shift s, denoted by timeShift(s), corresponds to the time spent by the driver to work over the shift (that is, end (s) − start(s) minus the sum of layover durations). The total number of deliveries (resp. loadings, layovers) over a shift s is denoted by nbDeliveries(s) (resp. nbLoadings(s), nbLayovers(s)). Then, the cost SC (s) of a shift s is composed of five terms:
Hence, the total shift cost SC is given by SC = ∑ s∈shifts SC (s). To conclude, we emphasize on the fact that the three terms of the global objective function are optimized in lexicographic order : MO ≻ SO ≻ LR. As mentioned in introduction, solutions with MO = 0 and SO = 0 must be (easily) found in practice.
The short-term surrogate objective
One of the main difficulties encountered in IRP problems is to take short-term decisions ensuring long-term improvements. Optimizing the logistic ratio LR over a short-term horizon does not lead necessarily to long-term optimal solutions. For example, assume that a faraway customer has no stockout over the next days. A good short-term decision is to avoid delivering this customer (because delivering necessarily increases the global logistic ratio). More generally, deliveries shall only be triggered due to the appearance of shortages over the horizon. But such short-term decisions may be highly suboptimal in the long run, especially if some near-optimal deliveries are possible over these next days due to the availability of resources. In fact, the short-term goal can be summarized into the following rule: "never put off until tomorrow what you can do optimally today".
This lack of anticipation when minimizing directly the logistic ratio over the short term motivates us to introduce a surrogate objective function. Then, the short-term goal shall be to minimize the global extra cost per unit of delivered product, compared to the optimal logistic ratio LR * . Denote by LR * (p) the optimal logistic ratio for delivering the customer p and then by
the optimal cost of the shift s according to the quantities delivered at each customer over s. Then, the surrogate logistic ratio LR ′ is defined as:
Unfortunately, it requires to tackle another problem: the computation of lower bounds of LR * (p) for each customer p (and thus of the global logistic ratio LR * ). In the following subsection is described how to compute such bounds.
Computing lower bounds
We describe how to compute a lower bound LR min for the optimal logistic ratio LR * , assuming that missed orders and stockouts are avoided. Hence, the values MO = 0, SO = 0, LR = LR min induces a global lower bound. For now, assuming that all orders are satisfied and no stockout appear, our goal is to compute LR min . First, a lower bound for LR * (p) is given. A trip is defined as a subpart of a tour (see Figure 2 ): it is a sequence of visits starting at a plant (or a base), delivering one or more customers, and finishing at a plant (or a base). In other words, a trip t in the shift s corresponds to an interval [start(t), end (t)[ with start(t) (resp. end (t)) the starting date from the plant or the base (resp. the starting date from the plant or the base visited in the next trip). Then, the cost of a shift can be decomposed according to its trips, in such a way that the cost of a trip corresponds to the costs (distance, time, deliveries, loadings, layovers) accumulated over [start(t), end (t)[. Besides, the cost of each trip can be dispatched to visited customers proportionally to the delivered quantities. For each customer p, a lower bound LR min (p) is obtained by dividing the cost of the cheapest trip visiting p by the maximum capacity of a trailer able to perform this trip. Since the distance matrix satisfies the triangular inequality, the cheapest trip consists in visiting solely the customer p. Now, the local lower bounds LR min (p) are used for computing a global lower bound LR min . For each customer p, denote by Q min (p) the minimum quantity to deliver to p to prevent it from falling under its safety level over the planning horizon. On the other hand, denote by Q max (p) the maximum amount of product deliverable along the planning horizon without overfilling its tank. Thus, the quantity q(p) which can be delivered to each customer p in order to avoid stockout is between Q min (p) and Q max (p) with:
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Each term of the numerator corresponds to the minimum cost of the shifts needed for delivering the quantity Q min (p) to customer p over the planning horizon. But a better lower bound can be obtained by solving the following mathematical program:
A solution vector of this program is denoted by Q = (q(1), . . . , q(n)) and its cost by f (Q). First, an optimum solution Q * of this program is shown to be extremal: the vector Q is such that
) leads to a solution having a cost lower than or equal to f (Q * ). Since this operation can be performed independently for each index p (because g(Q) is additively separable), our initial claim is proved. Now, any extremal optimum vector can be normalized by ordering its components such that the corresponding constants LR min (p) are nondecreasing. Following the previous discussion, an extremal optimum Q * has a normal form (Q max (1), . . . , Q max (p * ), Q min (p * + 1), . . . , Q min (n)), with LR min (1) ≤ · · · ≤ LR min (n). Consequently, the computation of an extremal optimum is reduced to the computation of an index p * ∈ {1, . . . , n} for which the normal form has a minimum cost, which is done in linear time. In conclusion, computing an optimum vector Q * of the above program is done in O(n log n) time and linear space, with n the number of components of the the vector.
To summarize, the local lower bounds LR min (p), defined for each customer p, are computed in O(C(B + P ) 2 ) time and O(C) space, with C (resp. P , B) the number of customers (resp. plants, bases). Then, the global lower bound LR min is computed in O(C log C) time and O(C) space.
Urgency-based constructive heuristic
In order to quickly build an initial solution, a constructive heuristic was designed, based on a classical urgency approach. The goal of this algorithm is to serve orders and to avoid stockouts. Basically, it repeatedly picks the next order or stockout and tries to create a new delivery for this customer. The deadline of a demand (order or stockout) is defined as the latest start of a shift that would reach the customer on time to perform the desired delivery, taking travel time and opening hours into account. At each step of the algorithm, the newly created delivery can be either appended at the end of an existing shift of included in a new shift. In the first case, the extension of a shift can be made impossible due to accessibility or resources constraints (for example, the resulting duration of this shift may extend the maximum allowed amplitude). For each existing shift, this feasibility is tested in constant time. However, inserting a loading operation can be required for refilling the trailer before performing the delivery, in which case all plants are tested. Therefore, this stage runs in O(SP ) time, with S the number of shifts returned by the greedy algorithm and P the number of plants. In the second case, all bases and all possible triplets of resources are considered. Here again, all plants are considered if a loading is needed. The worst-case time complexity of this enumeration is in O(BRP ), with B the number of bases and R the number of triplets of resources (drivers, tractors, trailers). But in effect, this running time can be reduced by cutting strongly the search tree, in particular once a feasible shift has been found.
The choice of the delivery date impacts the delivered volume (since the available space in the customer tank increases with time) and the availability of resources ("packing" shifts to the left is preferable when possible). Thus, the possible delivery interval is split into two parts: we first consider delivery dates allowing a full-drop delivery with an earliest scheduling strategy and then apply a latest scheduling strategy for other dates. All deliveries considered in these two cases are compared by dividing the cost of the shift (or the increase of the cost of the existing shift) by the quantity of the delivery. If no feasible delivery could be created for solving a stockout, then another search is attempted trying to deliver product to this customer as early as possible after the stockout. Finally, each time a delivery is created, the inventory levels for this customer are updated and its next stockout is set to the first time step under safety level after the start of the created delivery.
By construction, this urgency-based insertion heuristic never backtracks on decisions taken about dates nor quantities. Practically, the running time of this greedy algorithm is about a dozen of seconds (on standard computers), even for the largest instances of our benchmarks. Even if the local-search heuristic described in the next section is able to start from an empty set of shifts, the use of the initial solution obtained by this constructive algorithm yields a significant speed-up in the convergence toward high-quality solutions (in particular, when finding a solution without missed order and stockout is hard).
High-performance local search
In this section, the main ingredients of the local-search heuristic are detailed. The exposition follows the three-layers methodology by Estellon et al. (2009) for designing and engineering highperformance local-search algorithms: heuristic & search strategy, transformations, algorithms & implementation.
Heuristic & search strategy
Below is outlined the skeleton of the whole heuristic, which is a simple first-improvement stochastic descent. We insist on the fact that no metaheuristic is used, avoiding the use of too much tuning parameters. For more details on metaheuristics and their applications in combinatorial optimization, the reader is referred to the book edited by Aarts and Lenstra (1997) . The heuristic is divided into three optimization phases: the first one (MO) consists in minimizing the cost related to missed orders, the second one (SO) consists in minimizing the cost related to stockouts, and the third one (LR) consists in optimizing the objective related to logistic ratio. In practice, the total execution time is divided as follows: 10 % for MO optimization, 40 % for SO optimization, 50 % for LR optimization. In the same way, the procedure which evaluates the gain of a transformation is staged into three parts (see Figure 3 ). Note that accepting solutions with equal cost at each optimization phase is crucial for ensuring the diversification of the search and thus the convergence toward high-quality solutions.
Evaluation scheme of a transformation.
Roughly speaking, the gain resulting of the application of a transformation T is the difference between the value of the cost before the application of T to the current solution S (old) and the value of this one after its application (new). Now, we explain how are computed the gains at each stage of the evaluation scheme. A surrogate cost MO ′ is defined to smooth the real objective MO for facilitating the convergence of the local search. This is done by introducing for each order an intermediate state called "unsatisfied" between the states "missed" and "satisfied". An order is unsatisfied if an operation exists satisfying the time window of the order, but not its quantity. In this way, an order is satisfied (resp. missed) when both the dates and the quantity are respected by at least one operation (resp. by no operation). Having denoted the number of unsatisfied orders by UO, the value of gain MO ′ is computed as follows:
Consequently, a transformation cannot be accepted if either the number of missed orders or the number of unsatisfied orders is deteriorated. Then, the gain related to stockouts is computed as
Finally, the sign of gain LR ′ is obtained by evaluating the expression
which avoids imprecisions due to floating-point arithmetic when the expression tends toward zero.
Even if high performance relies on many implementation details, the practical efficiency of the present heuristic relies on two main points: the transformations and the algorithms employed for making their evaluation fast.
The transformations
The transformations are classified into two categories: the first ones work on operations, the second ones work on shifts. Having introduced the different transformations, their main instantiation shall be described. An instantiation corresponds to the way the objects modified by the transformation are selected. While defining orthogonal transformations (that is, transformations inducing disjoint neighborhoods) enables to diversify the search and then reach better-quality solutions, specializing transformations according to specificities of the problem (because random choices are not the most appropriate in all situations) enables to intensify the search and then speed up the convergence of the heuristic.
The transformations on operations are grouped into the following types: insertion, deletion, ejection, move, swap (see Figure 4 ). Two kinds of insertion are defined: the first kind consists in inserting an operation (pickup or delivery) into an existing shift; the second consists in inserting a pickup followed by a delivery into a shift (the inserted plant is chosen to be one of the nearest from the inserted customer). The deletion consists in deleting a block of operations (that is, a set of consecutive operations) in a shift. An ejection consists in replacing an existing operation by a new one on a different site. The move transformation consists in extracting a block of operations from a shift and reinserting it at another position. Two kinds of moves are defined: moving operations from a shift to another one, or moving operations inside a shift. A swap exchanges two different blocks of operations. As for moves, several kinds of swaps are defined: the swap of blocks between shifts, the swap of blocks inside a shift, or the "mirror" which consists in a chronological reversal of a block of operations in a shift. The mirror transformation corresponds to the well-known 2-opt improvement used for solving traveling salesman problems (see Aarts and Lenstra (1997) for more details).
The transformations on shifts are grouped into the following types: insertion, deletion, rolling, move, swap. As for operations, two kinds of insertion are defined: insertion of a shift containing one operation (pickup or delivery), insertion of a shift with a pickup followed by a delivery. Deletion consists in removing an existing shift. The rolling transformation translates a shift over time. The move consists in extracting a shift from the planning of some of its resources and reinserting it into the planning of other ones (such a transformation allows to change some of the ressources of the shift and its starting date). The swap is defined similarly: the ressources of the shifts are exchanged and their starting dates can be translated over time. The fusion of two shifts into one new shift as well as the separation of one shift into two new ones are also available. Now, these transformations are declined from different ways. The first option concerns the maximal size of blocks for transformations where blocks of operations are involved. In this way, more generic transformations are defined allowing a larger diversification if needed: the (k, l)-ejection which consists in replacing k existing operations by l new ones on different sites, the k-move which consists in moving a block of k operations, the (k, l)-swap which consists in exchanging a block of k operations with a block of l operations, or the k-mirror which consists in reversing a block of k operations.
Then, the second option allows to specialize some transformations when optimizing one of the three objectives. These derivations involve the choice of the sites affected by the transformations. For example, inserting a delivery serving a customer without missed order (resp. stockout) is not interesting when minimizing the number of missed orders (resp. stockouts). In the same way, exchanging two operations which are performed on sites which are very distant is unlikely to succeed when optimizing the logistic ratio. Several derivations have been designed, which differ slightly from one transformation to another. Here are given the three main derivations, essentially used when inserting/ejecting operations or inserting/rolling shifts: "missed order" which positions the delivery so as to (try to) satisfy an order, "stockout" which places the delivery so as to solve a stockout, "nearest" where the customers to insert or exchange are chosen among the nearest ones.
The third option corresponds to the direction used to recompute all the dates of the modified shifts: backward over time by considering the ending date of the shift as fixed, or forward over time by considering its starting date as fixed. This option is available for all transformations, except the deletion of shifts. For the transformations modifying two shifts at once (for example, move operations between shifts), this results in four possible instantiations: backward/backward, backward/forward, forward/backward, forward/forward. Finally, the fourth option allows to augment the number of operations whose quantity is modified during the volume assignment. Recomputing operation quantities during the volume assignment increases its running time but allows repairing stockouts possibly introduced by the transformation, increasing the acceptation rate of the transformations (more details are given in the next section about volume assignment).
The reader shall note that no very large-scale neighborhood is employed. Roughly speaking, the neighborhood explored here has a size O(n 2 ) with n the number of operations and shifts in the current solution, but the constant hidden by the O notation is large. The number of transformations in T MO , T SO , T LR used respectively in optimization phases MO, SO, LR are of 47, 49, 71. These ones are exhaustively listed at the end of the paper for the interested reader (Tables 17 and 18 ). For each optimisation phase, the transformation to apply is chosen randomly with equal probability over all transformations of the pool (improvements being not really significant, further tunings with non-uniform distribution have been abandoned to facilitate maintenance and evolutions).
Algorithms & implementation
Finally, the kernel of the local search is outlined. Playing a central role in the efficiency of the local-search heuristic, only the evaluation procedure is detailed here. This one is separated into two routines: scheduling shifts, and then assigning volumes. Roughly speaking, the objective of the scheduling routine is to build shifts with smallest costs, whereas the volume assignment tends to maximize the quantity delivered to customers. Even approximately, this leads to minimize the surrogate logistic ratio.
Although conceptually simple, the practical implementation of these routines are considerably complicated by incremental aspects. First, the evaluation is implemented so as to work only on objects (operations, shifts, sites, resources) impacted by the transformation. Besides, all dynamic data associated to these objects are duplicated into backup ones, which correspond to the solution before transformation, and current ones, which correspond to the solution after transformation. This duplication allows to have simpler and faster rollback/commit procedures, whose efficiency is also of importance in the present context.
Scheduling shifts.
The transformations modify some shifts in the current solution (at most two actually). When a shift is impacted by a transformation (for example, an operation is inserted into the shift), the starting and ending dates of its operations must be computed anew. Consider the shift s = (o 1 , . . . , o n ) and assume that an operationō is inserted into s between operations i and j. The resulting shifts is now composed of operations (o 1 , . . . , o i ,ō, o j , . . . , o n ). Then, we have two possibilities: rescheduling dates forward or rescheduling dates backward. The forward (resp. backward) scheduling consists in fixing the ending date of o i (resp. the starting date of o j ) in order to recompute the starting (resp. ending) dates of (ō, . . . , o n ) (resp. (o 1 , . . . ,ō) ).
Here computing dates can be done without assigning volumes to operations, because the durations of operations do not depend on delivered/loaded quantities. Since computing dates backward or forward is made completely symmetric by representing shifts with doubly-linked lists, the discussion shall be reduced to the forward case.
More formally, we have to solve the following decision problem, called Shift-Scheduling: given a starting date for the shift s = (o 1 , . . . , o n ), determine the dates of each operation such that the shift is admissible. Two equivalent optimization problems are: having fixed its starting date, build a shift with the earliest ending date or with the minimum cost. A similar problem, called Truckload-Trip-Scheduling, has been recently studied by Archetti and Savelsbergh (2007) . This latter problem is more restricted in the sense that only one opening time window is considered Transportation Science 00(0), pp. 000-000, c ⃝ 0000 INFORMS for each location to visit and that the rest time must be equal to (not greater than) the legal duration. Archetti and Savelsbergh (2007) sketch a O(n 2 )-time algorithm for solving the truckload trip scheduling problem, with n the number of locations to visit. For the sake of efficiency, a linear-time and space algorithm has been designed for solving heuristically the Shift-Scheduling problem.
Algorithm Schedule-Shift-Greedy; Input: an instance of Shift-Scheduling; Output: an admissible shift if any, null otherwise; Begin; define an empty shift; for each location to visit do drive to next location (by taking rests as late as possible if needed); if waiting time is needed (due to opening time windows) then if rest time has been taken on current arc then lengthen one of the rests to absorb waiting time; else if a rest is needed (due to waiting time) or waiting time is larger than rest time then take a rest (absorbing additional waiting time if any); else wait for the opening of location; perform operation at next location and add it to the shift; if maximal amplitude of the shift is exceeded then return null (infeasibility); return the shift (feasibility); End;
This algorithm is greedy in the sense that operations are chronologically set without backtracking. Each loop is performed in constant time and space (if rests are not stored explicitly) and the whole algorithm runs in O(n) time and space. The correctness of the algorithm is ensured by construction. The key of the Shift-Scheduling problem is to minimize unproductive time over the shift. Thereby, the main idea behind the algorithm is to take rests as late as possible during the trip and to avoid waiting time due to opening time windows of locations as much as possible.
Here we try to remove waiting time by converting it into rest time (see Figure 5 ), but only on the current arc, which is suboptimal. Indeed, the algorithm could be reinforced by trying to convert waiting time into rest time on previous arcs (as done by Archetti and Savelsbergh (2007) ). But such a modification would lead to a quadratic-time algorithm, which is not desired here, while not guaranteeing optimality because of multiple opening time windows. On the other hand, we have observed that waiting time is rarely generated in practice since many trips are completed in a day or even half a day, ensuring optimality of the algorithm Schedule-Shift-Greedy in most cases. Note that to our knowledge, the complexity of the Shift-Scheduling problem remains unknown. 
Assigning volumes.
Having rescheduled modified shifts, we have to reassign quantities to impacted operations. Having fixed the dates of all operations, the problem consists in assigning volumes such that inventory constraints are respected, while maximizing the total delivered quantity over all shifts. A similar problem, called Delivery-Volume-Optimization, has been addressed by Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004b) . In this problem, the authors consider only deliveries on routes and not loadings, but this one is complicated by the fact that the duration of an operation depends on the quantity delivered.
From the theoretical point of view, the present problem, called Volume-Assigning, is not so hard once observed that it can be formulated as a maximum flow problem (in a directed acyclic network). Then, this one can be solved in O(n 3 ) time by using a classical maximum flow algorithm (Cormen et al. 2004, pp. 625-675) , with n the number of operations. As mentioned previously, such a time complexity is not desirable here, even if guaranteeing an optimal volume assignment. Practically, naive implementations having a time complexity depending on the number H of time steps (360 in practice) are prohibited too; indeed, when the granularity becomes smaller than one day, the number of time steps exceeds largely the number of operations at a site (two per day in the worst case). An example of flow network for assigning volumes. Note. Operations are represented by nodes, input flows L correspond to initial levels for each inventory (trailer, customer, plant), input flow C (resp. P ) corresponds to consumption of customer c1 (resp. production of plant p0) over the time steps between the current operation and the previous one, flows l correspond to inventory levels (trailer, customer, plant) between two operations, flow v allows an overflow at plant (venting). Flows on arcs representing inventory levels are upper bounded by the capacity of the inventory; for customers, flows are also lower bounded by safety levels. Note that if some consecutive operations appear over the same time step (like the ones dotted around), input flows corresponding to consumption or production are cumulated at the last operation of this time step.
Thus, a O(n log n)-time greedy algorithm has been designed to solve approximately the Volume-Assigning problem. The main idea behind the algorithm is simple: having ordered operations chronologically (that is, according to increasing starting dates), quantities are assigned to operations in this order following a greedy rule. Here we use the basic rule consisting in maximizing the quantity delivered/loaded at each operation, which is a good policy for minimizing the surrogate logistic ratio (this joins the ideas developed by Campbell and Savelsbergh (2004b) ). Note that the chronological ordering is crucial for ensuring the respect of constraints related to inventory dynamics (flow conservation, capacity constraints). In graph-theoretical terms, the algorithm consists in pushing flow in the induced directed acyclic network following a topological order of the nodes (ensuring that no node is visited twice).
Transportation Science 00(0), pp. 000-000, c ⃝ 0000 INFORMS Because the number of operations may be large (as worst case in practice, one can imagine that the 1500 customers must be delivered two times per day, leading to n = 45 000), a tradeoff must be found between the time complexity (even linear) and the quality of the volumes assignment. To introduce flexibility on this point, the greedy algorithm has been designed for computing partial reassignments, from the minimal one to the complete one. The minimal reassignment consists in changing only the volumes on impacted operations (that is, operations whose starting dates are modified by the transformation); then, it suffices to tag as impacted some additional operations to expand the reassignment. This complicates notably the practical implementation of the greedy algorithm. Indeed, changing the quantity delivered at an operation is delicate since increasing (resp. decreasing) the quantity may imply overflows (resp. stockouts) at future operations. Then, determining the (maximum) quantity to deliver/load at each operation is not straightforward.
For each site p, denote byn p the number of operations between the first impacted operation (that is, whose quantity can be modified by the transformation) in the chronological ordering and the last one over the horizon. If no operation is impacted at site p, thenn p = 0. Hence, we definē n = ∑ pn p . When the set of impacted operations consist only in operations whose dates are modified by the transformation, one can observe in practice thatn ≪ n, since each transformation modify at most two shifts (the number of sites visited by one shift is generally small). Consequently, it is important to provide algorithms whose running time is linear in O(n), and not only in O(n). Below is outlined an O(n logn)-time algorithm for assigning volumes. But before, more explanations are given on how the maximum deliverable quantity is computed (the maximum loadable quantity can be obtained in a symmetric way).
Denote by customerLevel (c, i) (resp. trailerLevel (r, i)) the level of customer c (resp. trailer r) before starting the operation i and by avoidOverflow (c, i) the maximum quantity that can be delivered to customer c at operation i without inducing overflows until the end of the horizon. In this way, the deliverable quantity at operation i, denoted by deliverable(i), is upper bounded by min{trailerLevel (r, i), avoidOverflow (c, i)}. Then, this bound is reinforced in such a way that the quantity remaining in the trailer after a delivery is sufficient to avoid stockouts at customers visited by the shift until the next loading. Denote by avoidStockout(c, i) the minimum quantity to deliver at operation i to avoid stockout until the end of the horizon. Now, the minimum quantity neededAfter (r, i) which must remain in the trailer r after operation i to avoid stockout later is obtained by summing avoidStockout(c, i) for all operations between the current one and the next loading. Then, we have deliverable(i) ≤ min{trailerLevel (r, i) − neededAfter (r, i), avoidOverflow (c, i)} Given the chronological-ordered list of operations for each trailer, customer and plant, all the data structures mentioned above can be computed in O(n) time. Updating customerLevel (c, i) (resp. trailerLevel (r, i)) for any operation i is done by sweeping forward the operations delivering customer c (resp. performed by the trailer r). Then, updating avoidOverflow (c, i) and avoidStockout(c, i) for any operation i is done by sweeping backward the operations performed at customer c (note that the consumption between two operations is obtained in constant time by storing cumulated consumptions over the horizon). Finally, computing neededAfter (r, i) for any operation i is done by sweeping backward the operations of shifts performed by r. Below is given a sketch of algorithm. According to the previous discussion, the five data structures which serve to the calculation of the maximum deliverable/loadable quantity are updated in O(n) time. Then, sorting the set E is done in O(n logn) time in the worst case; in effect, the heapsort algorithm is used (see Cormen et al. (2004, pp. 121-137) ). Finally, the loop is done in linear time, since the calculation of the maximum deliverable/loadable quantity requires only constant time by using the adequate data structures. Consequently, the whole algorithm runs in O(n logn) time.
In theory, the greedy algorithm is far from being optimal. Figure 7 gives the smallest configuration for which the greedy algorithm fails to find an optimal assignment. On the other hand, two sufficient conditions hold for which the greedy assignment is optimal. The proofs are not detailed here because easy to establish. The first condition corresponds to the case where each customer is served at most once over the planning horizon. This condition is interesting because likely to be met in practice. The second condition corresponds to the case where each shift visits only one customer. For example, this condition is satisfied when customers have infinite storage capacity.
Experiments have been made for evaluating the practical performance of this critical routine. In practice, its running time is shown to be constant with respect of the total number of operations: it is 100 times faster than the full application of the greedy algorithm (that is, considering that all operations are impacted, implying thatn = n) and 2000 times faster than exact algorithms (tests have been realized with the simplex algorithm of the linear programming library GLPK 4.24). On the other hand, the total volume delivered by the routine is close to the optimal assignment, in particular when no stockout appears (the average gap between the greedy assignment and an optimal one is lower than 2 %). 
Figure 7
Bad configuration for the greedy volume assignment.
Finally, having assigned volumes, computing the gain of the transformation is done efficiently. The (variation of) cost of shifts is computed during the scheduling, and the (variation of) total delivered quantity is obtained during the assignment of volumes, without increasing the complexity of the algorithms. The (variation of) missed orders and stockouts costs are also computed during the assignment of volumes. Note that computing the number of time steps in stockout between two consecutive operations requires O(log H ) time, with H the number of time steps over the horizon, since it is equivalent to the problem of searching the zero of a discrete non-increasing function.
Implementation details.
All sets (unordered or ordered, fixed or dynamic) are implemented as arrays, in order to improve the cache memory locality. Memory allocation is avoided as much as possible during local-search iterations: all the data structures are allocated before starting the local search; an array of capacity n representing a dynamic list is extended if necessary by reallocating a larger block of memory of size n + k (with k ≈ 10).
Since the success rate of the transformations is low on average (a few percents), the rollback routine must be very efficient. In this way, the decision variables of the problem (for example, the Transportation Science 00(0), pp. 000-000, c ⃝ 0000 INFORMS starting and ending dates of an operation) are duplicated in such a way that only temporary data are modified by the transformation. In this way, the rollback routine consists simply in overwriting temporary data by current ones (that is, corresponding to the current solution). But this is complicated by the fact that during one transformation, several objects (in particular operations or shifts) are likely to move in the arrays in which they are stored. In order to ensure the (temporary) insertion or deletion of one object in O(1) time, the objects of the array are doubly linked (see Figure 8 which illustrates the exchange of operations between shifts). Figure 8 Representation of shifts and operations. Note. Operations oi,3, oi,4 of the shift si are swapped with operations oj,3, oj,4 of the shift sj: the current links (before transformation) are plain, the temporary links (after transformation) are dashed.
The main data structures are designed to support basic routines (find, insert, delete, clear) in O(1) time, even if they are implemented as arrays. An example is the classical data structure used to implement an unordered list of objects. For example, this one is used to store the customers experiencing stockouts in the current solution or the missed orders for each customer. The unordered list is implemented as an array L, with L.size the current number of elements in L and L.capacity the capacity of L (that is, the maximum number of elements which can be stored in the list without exceeding allocated memory). Any element e stored in L has a pointer e.indexL to its position in the array L. If the maximal number of elements e stored in L is known a priori and is not too large (a few thousand), then L can be allocated with a capacity equal to this number (to avoid frequent memory allocations), otherwise the extension of L is done by increasing its capacity by L.increase elements when needed. Classically, the routines Find, Insert, Delete, and Clear are implemented as follows to run in O(1) time (note that the elements in L are indexed from 0): To end the section, we focus on a data structure which is particularly critical for efficiency. Operations or shifts correspond to intervals over the horizon, for which we have the following need: given a date over the horizon, find the previous, current, or next operation performed at a site if any. The same problem arises for situating shifts performed by a resource. For this, the following data structure is employed. Assume that the n operations are stored into an ordered list L. The horizon is divided into m intervals U 0 , . . . , U m−1 of given length u (with u dividing T ). Then, an array I is defined such that I i refers to the first operation whose starting date is larger than the left endpoint of U i . The next operation after date d is found by searching the operations between the one pointed by I i with i = ⌊d/u⌋ and the one pointed by I i+1 . In this way, the search is done in O(k) time in the worst case, with k the number of operations contained in the interval U i . If u corresponds to the entire horizon (m = 1), then k = n; on the other hand, if u corresponds to the smallest granularity for expressing time (here the minute, leading to m = 21600), then k = 1. Assuming that starting dates of operations performed at a site are uniformly distributed over the horizon, the number k is equal to n/m. In this case, searching takes O(n/m) time (when evaluating the transformation), but the array I requires O(m) space to be stored and O(m) time to be updated (when committing the transformation). This implies two compromises: time to evaluate vs. time to commit, time to evaluate vs. space.
Theoretically, the best value m * for solving the compromise on running time corresponds to the minimum of the function T (m) = E(N/m) + Cm, with N the average number of operations per customer and E (resp. C) a coefficient relative to the proportion of calls of the evaluate routine (resp. commit routine) per customer. A simple calculation using differentiation yields m * = √ (EN )/C. Table 1 shows the values of m * for different realistic configurations of parameters N, E, C. In practice, we have chosen m * = 15, which corresponds to interval U i of one day: such a value of m offers a good compromise for running time (even in worst-case situations) and leads to a small memory footprint. Transportation Science 00(0), pp. 000-000, c ⃝ 0000 INFORMS
Computational experiments
The whole algorithm was implemented in C# 2.0 programming language (for running on Microsoft .NET 2.0 framework). The resulting program includes nearly 30 000 lines of code, whose 6 000 lines (20 %) are dedicated to check the validity of all incremental data structures at each iteration (only active in debug mode). The whole project (specifications, implementation, tests), realized during the year 2008, required nearly 300 man-days. All statistics and results presented here have been obtained (without parallelization) on a computer equipped with a Windows Vista operating system and a chipset Intel Xeon X5365 64 bits (CPU 3 GHz, L1 cache 64 Kio, L2 cache 4 Mio, RAM 8 Go). The interested reader is invited to contact the authors to obtain some benchmarks to work on this problem. Note that the urgency-based constructive heuristic used to compute an initial solution is also called "greedy algorithm" below.
Since the local-search heuristic is stochastic, 5 runs have been performed with different seeds for each benchmark. Except contrary mention, all the statistics presented below correspond to average results obtained for these 5 runs. Note results requiring particular explanations are marked with asterisks ( * ) in figures presenting numerical experiments; these explanations could be found in the text below.
The analysis of IRP solutions was facilitated by the use of a visualization tool, developed specifically for the project. This tool allows to visualize shifts from several points of view, as well as sites' inventories. Figures 10, 11, 12 give an overview of this visualization tool.
Short-term benchmarks
The local-search algorithm has been extensively tested on short-term benchmarks (15 days) with different characteristics: realistic (that is, matching the operational conditions), pathological (for example, with plants whose production is stopped several days), large-scale (for example, with 1 500 sites and 300 resources). Some results are presented for 61 short-term benchmarks decomposed into 3 kinds A, B, C. Table 2 gives the characteristics of each instance: the number of customers, the number of plants, the number of bases, the number of drivers, the number of tractors, the number of trailers, the number of call-in customers (that is, customers in pure "order-based resupply" management), the number of orders over the short-term horizon. When the number of call-in customers is zero whereas the number of orders is not zero, this means that all the orders are asked by customers which share the two modes of replenishment (forecasting-based and order-based). Benchmarks A and B include no orders (all customers are in pure "forecasting-based resupply" mode), whereas benchmarks C include some customers asking orders; the base A contains "easy" instances, that is, instances for which our greedy algorithm finds a solution without missed order and stockout. The results obtained by the greedy algorithm on benchmarks A, B, C are shown on Tables 3 and 4. Two kinds of results are presented for the local-search heuristic: the results obtained by optimizing directly the logistic ratio LR (denoted by LS-LR and reported on Tables 5 and 6) and the ones obtained by optimizing the surrogate ratio LR ′ (denoted by LS-LR ′ and reported on Tables 7 and 8). In order to compare solutions with missed orders and stockouts, a global cost
The reader shall note the following remarkable instances: A11, B01, B28, B29, B30, and particularly B31 are classified as large-scale instances (more than 500 customers); B28 and B29 are some instances where the production has been stopped at plants (no product is loadable); B30 contains many customers in stockout at the beginning of the horizon; the customers defined in instances C03 and C04 have tight opening hours (for example, a customer can be open only during 6 hours over the 15 days); almost all the customers of C12 are call-in customers (implying more than 600 orders to satisfy).
The running time of the greedy algorithm is of the order of few seconds for large-scale instances (12 seconds for instance B31). Statistics about the performance of the local search are given on Table 9 . The column "attempt" corresponds to the number of transformations attempted by the local-search heuristic. The columns "accept" (resp. "improve") corresponds to the number of accepted (resp. strictly improving) transformations; in addition, the corresponding rate for 100 (resp. 10 000) attempted transformations is specified. Note that average values given at the bottom of the table are calculated by omitting exceptional results obtained on C04 instance (tight opening hours cause early rejections, resulting in more attempts). The local-search algorithm attempts more than 10 000 transformations per second, even for large-scale instances. On average, our algorithm visits more than 10 million solutions in the search space during 5 minutes of running time (which is the desired time limit in operational conditions). When planning over a 15-days horizon, the memory allocated by the program does not exceed 30 Mo for medium-size instances (hundred sites, ten resources), and 300 Mo for large-scale instances (thousand sites, hundred resources). The acceptance rate, which corresponds to the number of accepted transformations (that is, transformations not strictly improving the current solution) over the number of attempted ones, varies essentially between 1 and 10 %, with an average value of 5 % over all the instances of A, B, C. Note that this rate is quasi constant all along the search (that is, during the 5 minutes of running time), allowing a large diversification of the search (without the use of metaheuristics). On the other hand, the number of strictly improving transformations is of several hundreds, which corresponds to a rate of nearly 2 improvements for 10 000 attempts. One can observe that the choice of objective (LR or LR ′ ) does not affect the performance of the local-search heuristic.
The column "gain GC " (resp. "gain LR", "gain LR ′ ") on Tables 5 and 7 reports the gain for GC (resp. LR, LR ′ ) in comparison to the solution found by the greedy algorithm. The gain for GC allows to evaluate in a global way the gain on MO and SO. Note that the gain for LR can be negative when the minimization of MO and SO imposes to deteriorate sharply the quality of the solution found by the greedy algorithm in term of logistic ratio. In both cases (LS-LR or LS-LR ′ ), the local-search heuristic improves drastically the quality of solutions provided by the greedy algorithm. On instances of base A (for which the comparison between the greedy algorithm and the local search is fair concerning the logistic ratio), the average gain obtained by LS-LR (resp. LS-LR ′ ) is of 29.2 % (resp. 22.6 %), and of 24.1 % (resp. 20.0 %) by considering the global logistic ratio (that is, the sum of shift costs for all instances divided by the sum of delivered quantities for all instances). This last measure is interesting but not completely fair, because all costs are not always expressed according to the same currency unit; on the other hand, quantities are always expressed in kilograms here. On Table 7 , one can observe that gains on LR ′ are correlated to gains on LR; but important gains on LR ′ are necessary to obtain some gains on LR comparable to the ones obtained by LS-LR. A possible explanation is that the initial solutions computed by the greedy algorithm are less optimized for LR ′ than for LR (indeed, the goal of the greedy algorithm is just to resolve missed orders and stockouts while minimizing SC ). Tables 6 and 8 gives more statistics on the solutions found by local search. The column "nb shift" (resp. "nb oper") of the tables reports the number of shifts (resp. operations) of the solution. The column "avg oper" (resp. "avg deliv", "avg load", "avg layov") reports the average number of operations (resp. deliveries, loadings, layovers) per shift. Finally, the column "avg dur" (resp. "avg dist") reports the average traveled distance (resp. duration) per shift. One can observe that more shifts and much more operations are included in both LS-LR and LS-LR ′ solutions. On average, the number of shifts (resp. operations) is increased of nearly 25 % (resp. 50 %). In this way, the average number of operations per shift is increased from almost 4 to more than 6. The average distance and duration of shifts are decreased slightly in the case of LS-LR, whereas these ones are increased slightly in the case of LS-LR ′ .
Long-term benchmarks
The local-search algorithm has been also tested on long-term benchmarks, in particular for verifying that optimizing the surrogate objective leads to better solutions on the long run. Some results are Transportation Science 00(0), pp. 000-000, c ⃝ 0000 INFORMS presented for 5 real-life benchmarks, each one with 105 days. The operational planning process is simulated as follows. The simulator starts at day 0 by computing a planning over the next 15 days, with 5 minutes as time limit. Then, only the shifts starting at the first day of this shortterm planning are fixed (the levels of plants or customers visited by these shifts are updated, the resources operating on these shifts become unavailable) and the process is iterated the following day. The characteristics of these 5 benchmarks are presented on Table 11 . The long-term solutions found by the three heuristics (greedy, LS-LR, LS-LR ′ ) include no missed orders. The complete statistics are given for each heuristic on Tables 12, 13, and 14. The main remark is that the average number of operations per shift is increased in local-search solutions. Indeed, the number of shifts in local-search solutions is slightly smaller than in greedy solutions, whereas the number of operations is increased. Besides, local-search solutions are characterized by a larger average traveled duration per shift, thanks to an increased use of layovers. The average logistic ratios marked by an asterisk are computed as the sum of shift costs for the 5 benchmarks divided by the sum of all delivered quantities.
The gains obtained by LS-LR ′ are reported on the right part of Table 11 . The column "wst 1 mn" reports the worst LR gain in % obtained over the 5 runs for 1 minute of running time per planning iteration. The column "avg 1 mn" (resp. "avg 5 mn", "avg 1 h") reports the average gain in % for LR obtained by local search limited to 1 minute (resp. 5 minutes, 1 hour) of computation per planning iteration. Note that the solutions found by the greedy algorithm include some stockouts. On average, the LR gain obtained by LS-LR ′ with only 1 minute of running time per planning iteration is of nearly 20 % on average. More than providing high-quality solutions, these statistics demonstrate that our local-search heuristic is robust and fast (with an exponential-inverse convergence).
Solutions provided by logistic experts are reported on Table 16 . Note that the comparison between the experts and the three heuristics is not completely fair. Indeed, because finding solutions with no stockout (with actual safety levels) was difficult and fastidious, experts were allowed to modify the initial long-term benchmarks in order to provide solutions without missed order and stockout. This could explain the negative gain of greedy algorithm on instances L1, L2, L4. Moreover, the solution provided by experts for instance L2 is considered as a "best-effort" solution, in the sense that many more time has been spent to optimize carefully the solution.
Impact of the surrogate objective
The key figures for comparing LS-LR and LS-LR ′ are given on Table 10 (for short-term benchmarks) and on the right part of Table 15 (for long-term benchmarks). "avg DQ" corresponds to the average total delivered quantity, and "avg delivq" to the average delivered quantity (per operation). On short-term benchmarks, the total delivered quantity in both LS-LR and LS-LR ′ solutions is increased by more than 50 % on average. But note that the average quantity per delivery is increased by almost 5 % in LS-LR ′ solutions compared to LS-LR solutions.
On long-term benchmarks, one shall observe that LS-LR ′ aims at increasing the average quantity per delivery, which results in better long-term solutions. On instances L1 (resp. L2), the augmentation is of 21 % (resp. 13 %), leading to +8 % (resp. +5 %) of gain for LR. Moreover, LS-LR ′ is able to produce solutions without stockout on the instance L4, contrary to LS-LR. The values marked by an asterisk on Tables 15 and 16 are computed globally, for the 5 benchmarks (as done for logistic ratios on Tables 13 and 14) .
The tables on the left part of Tables 3 and 15 gives lower bounds for SO and LR. The computation of the lower bound SO min for the number of stockouts is based on two basic observations. Some stockouts appear at a customer if: the earliest date of arrival at the customer during opening hours is greater than the date of the first stockout; the sum of consumptions of the customer during closed hours exceeds the capacity of its tank. The computation of LR min is done as described in Section 3.1. On Tables 3, 5, 7, an asterisk is set in the column SO if the value equals the lower bound SO min . The logistic ratio obtained after local-search optimization remains far from the lower bound LR min (the gap is lower than 10 % for only 3 instances B06, B20, B25). Figure 9 shows a nearoptimal solution obtained on instance B06, with a majority of round-trips with full drops. Nevertheless, the reader shall note that this bound has been obtained by relaxing strongly the constraints of the problem (researches are planned in order to reinforce this lower bound).
Conclusion
Having introduced a real-life IRP problem encountered in a worldwide industry, two contributions have been presented in this paper. First, a surrogate objective based on local lower bounds was defined for ensuring a long-term optimization when building a planning over the short term. Then, a local-search heuristic has been described for solving effectively and efficiently the real-life IRP over the short term (15 days in full details), even when some large-scale instances (thousand sites, hundred resources) are considered. An extensive computational study shows that our solution yields long-term savings exceeding 20 % on average compared to solutions built by expert planners or even a classical urgency-based constructive algorithm. Since the promised long-term savings have been confirmed in operations, a decision support system integrating this high-performance local-search heuristic is going to be deployed worldwide.
New researches are still conducted in several directions:
• enlarging the scope of the IRP problem addressed in the paper (in particular, refining costs and managing drivers' desiderata);
• improving the existing local-search heuristic (adding transformations with larger neighborhoods for speeding up convergence);
• reinforcing the global lower bound by integrating tours visiting several sites and constraints on resources.
Another prospective, but promising, line of research is to proceed step by step toward a global optimization of the supply chain, by tackling jointly the production and distribution problems and finally by integrating purchasing issues. Indeed, we think that local-search approaches like the one developed presently are best suited for solving such very large-scale problems. 
Figure 11
The chronological view of the long shift of Figure 10 (left) and of the set of shifts performed by a driver (right). Note that the second layover of the long shift was anticipated for waiting the opening hours of a customer.
Figure 12
The inventory level at a customer over 15 days. Note. The safety level is marked by the horizontal red line, and the days of the horizon by the vertical black lines. All deliveries, which are marked by a rise in the inventory level, appear well during opening hours. A01  80  2  2  20  10  20  0  0  A02  108  1  1  35  18  35  0  0  A03  132  1  1  20  17  15  0  0  A04  130  2  1  17  10  20  0  0  A05  125  2  1  20  18  20  0  0  A06  46  1  2  50  50  50  0  0  A07  80  2  2  20  10  20  0  0  A08  75  1  1  10  10  10  0  0  A09  150  2  1  20  20  20  0  0  A10 250 5 The first option, used to enlarge the neighborhood induced by certain transformations, is denoted by the suffix "Block". The second option, used to specialize some of the transformations according to the objective, is denoted by suffixes "Order", "Runout", or "Near". The third option, used to set the direction during the (re)scheduling of shifts, is denoted by the suffixes "Backward" or "Forward". Finally, the fourth option, used to facilitate the propagation of flows during the volume (re)assignment, is denoted by the suffix "Propag".
